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Gleanings from Ruth
It is customary among the Jewish people to read the Book of Ruth on the
Feast of Weeks. Various reasons have been proposed as to why this is the
case. According to a brief article on My Jewish Learning, the three most
common reasons that the Book of Ruth is associated with the Festival of
Shavuot are: (1) the setting of the book is during the harvest, (2) there is a
legend that David (a descendant of Ruth) died on Shavuot, (3) and Ruth came
to Israel around the time of Shavuot, and "her acceptance into the Jewish
Faith was analogous of the acceptance of the Jewish people of God's Torah."
According to the same article, the custom of reading Ruth on the 2nd day of
Shavuot, is mentioned in the Talmudic tractate of Soferim (14:16). While the
custom of reading Ruth on Shavuot may not trace back to ancient times, the
themes found within this work are well suited for consideration during the
festival which is connected with the giving of the Torah.

While the editor is aware that Jewish people have used the story of Ruth as a
model for both conversion and a picture of the true convert, a reading of the
story does not reflect the current practices, but rather a less formal
attachment of one who chooses to join with Israel's people and Israel's God.
This less formal attachment is happening the world over, and even if it is not
formally recognized by religious leaders and rulings, it is a sign of the times.

In the Book of Ruth, the main character is a non-Jew who attaches herself to
the heritage of Israel. In this ancient tale, Ruth, a Moabite girl determines to
align her fate with a people she had not known (2:11). Though strongly urged
to return to her own people (1:8, 11, 12, 15) Ruth refuses saying,

“Do not urge me to leave you, to turn back and not follow you. For
wherever you go, I will go; wherever you lodge, I will lodge; your people
will be my people, and your God, my God. Where you die, I will die, and
there I will be buried. Thus and more may יהוה do to me if anything but
death parts me from you” (1:16-17).

These words are among the most cherished in the work and represent the
moving plea of countless souls over the ages who have joined, in one way or
another, the people that God claims as His own. This Moabite girl would
become the great grandmother of the famed Israelite King David. May those
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become the great grandmother of the famed Israelite King David. May those
from the nations who love the people of Israel find comfort in these words,
for many are they in our day, who are seeking refuge in the wings of the God
of Israel.

From the Torah
There are special readings associated with the Festival of Shavuot. On the
first day the readings are Exodus 19-20, Numbers 28:26-31, and Ezekiel
chapter 1 and 3:12. On the second day the readings are Deuteronomy 15:19-



chapter 1 and 3:12. On the second day the readings are Deuteronomy 15:19-
16:17, Numbers 28:26-31, and Habakkuk 2:20-3:19. It is also customary to read
the Book of Ruth on the second day.

One should note the subject matter of the special readings is theophany
(appearance of God). Also in this issue of the Bulletin is a summary and
link to the Editor's class on the First Coming, which touches on this topic.

The Torah reading this week, for those who follow the annual cycle of
readings is Nasso (Numbers 4:21-7:89). The associated Prophet reading is
found in Judges 13:2-25.

"Remember the Torah of my servant Moses, the statutes and judgments
that I commanded him at Horeb for all Israel"

(Malachi 4:4 English / Malachi 3:22 Hebrew).

UIWU Joins Chabad on Shavuot
This past Sunday, Jon and Linden Langberg and others affiliated with the
United Israel World Union joined with the Baton Rouge Chabad for a
Shavuot celebration, which featured the reading of the Ten Words and a
dairy social. During the reading of the Ten Words, Rabbi Peretz Kazen was
assisted by two recently ordained rabbis. The service was traditional and was
followed by a very nice sampling of dairy products.

The First Coming - A Shavuot
Teaching



Teaching
In this class, Ross begins his lesson at a bush on a mountain called Sinai and
Horeb. He focuses in on some key words used throughout the narrative to
illustrate that the sending forth of Israel out of Egypt was for a specific
reason. Working through several passages in the Hebrew Bible he searches
for the identity of an unnamed feast. In this lesson Ross discusses the three
pilgrimage festivals and shows that one of them fits the description first
conveyed at the bush. What was the unnamed feast? For what reason was
Israel freed from bondage to Pharaoh and the Egyptians? And does the Bible
really speak of Jehovah’s coming? This and much more in this week’s
lesson. Click here for the link to this teaching in audio and video formats, or
select the icon of choice below to view the teaching.
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A Reader Reviews 33 Candles
This week, a member of our Facebook group posted a review of David
Horowitz's autobiographical Thirty-Three Candles. The story covers a
period of the author's life from 1914 up until the 40's, and the creation of
United Israel World Union. It is a gripping tale that brings the reader along
for a journey of discovery. On one hand it tells the story of a prominent radio
personality by the name of Boake Carter and his acceptance of the faith of
the Hebrew Bible; on another it tells of the publication of a book titled, The
Bible in the Hands of Its Creators. In the author's own words, "it is a story
which makes truth indeed appear stranger than fiction." Here is the review,
originally posted on our United Israel Facebook group by Nancy Graham
Sams.

I have just finished reading "Thirty-Three Candles" by David Horowitz.
It is the autobiographical account of fantastical events which occurred
early in his life, predating his days as founder of UIWU. When I first
read online reviews and excerpts from this book, I must admit that I
was somewhat turned off by tales of encounters with a mysterious cave-
dweller named Moses and mystical candle-lit letters. But my curiosity
about our founder had been piqued by Ralph Buntyn's "Remembering
David Horowitz" series, and I wanted to know more about this man who
was friends with presidents and world leaders and had such a stellar
career as correspondent to the UN. I ordered a used copy from Amazon
and once I began reading, I could not put the book down. Here is a man
whose love and unwavering faith in the God of Israel and His
Providential Hand led him to devote over 10 years of his life typing,
compiling, and pursuing publication of a massive work by Moses
Guibbory called "The Bible in the Hands of Its Creators." Horowitz
believed this comprehensive book would change the world as it
unlocked the mysteries of the Hebrew Bible. If you can get your hands
on a copy of "Thirty-Three Candles", read it today. I can't wait to read
Buntyn's upcoming sequel, "The Book of David."

We have a limited supply of copies available for sale. Hard cover copies are
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We have a limited supply of copies available for sale. Hard cover copies are
$30 and soft cover copies are $20. This price includes shipping. Readers of
the Bulletin, who would like to purchase a copy of Thirty-three Candles can
write the Editor. In the body of the email, please include Name, Address,
and number of copies. We will send a link for payment in return email.

The Case for The Book of David
We are anxiously looking forward to the publication of Ralph Buntyn's, The
Book of David. Here are several points, which provide a case for the
publication of the book.
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publication of the book.

1)   A sequel to “Thirty-Three Candles.” David Horowitz himself called for a
sequel when he published Thirty-Three Candles in 1956 because “much has
occurred on the world scene since 1944.” “The Book of David” fulfills the
desire for “the rest of the story.”

2)   The Horowitz Legacy. The book chronicles the second half of David
Horowitz’s life after it was profoundly redirected in 1944. It was the period
covering his journalistic career at the United Nations, his profound
influence in the founding and defense of the State of Israel, and the founding
of United Israel World Union.

3)   A Documented History of United Israel. The book provides the only
completely documented story of the history of United Israel World Union.
Compiled from thousands of United Israel bulletins, records and UN
documents, it offers the only unfolding chronological history of the
organization from it’s founding to the present day.

4)   No Shelf Life. As with biographies and autobiographies, the book has no
use-by date or limited shelf life. It stands as a permanent accounting of the
unfolding events in the life of David Horowitz and his role in the affairs of
the United Nations, the State of Israel, and United Israel World Union during
the latter half of the twentieth century.

5)   Organizational Support and Promotion. As a permanent piece of
United Israel history, the book offers an answer to the many questions of
“what is UIWU, how did they begin, what do they stand for, and who was
David Horowitz? It’s the definitive piece for those who are interested in
wanting to know more.

Pre-order the hardcover edition of The Book of David today! Here is the
link.

Jon Langberg's Movie Reviews
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The Boy in the Striped Pajamas
Release date:    November 7, 2008 (USA)

Director:           Mark Herman

Screenplay:      Mark Herman

Producer:         David Heyman

Cast:                David Hayman, Jim Norton, Jack Scanlon, László Nádasi, László
Quitt, Mihály Szabados, Zsolt Sáfár, Gábor Harsai Kovács.

Summary

During World War II, 8-year-old Bruno (Asa Butterfield) and his family leave
Berlin to take up residence near the concentration camp where his father
(David Thewlis) has just become commandant. Unhappy and lonely, he
wanders out behind his house one day and finds Shmuel (Jack Scanlon), a
Jewish boy of his age. Though the barbed-wire fence of the camp separates
them, the boys begin a forbidden friendship, oblivious to the real nature of
their surroundings.

Author’s Review & Grade:

This is a very depressing movie. It is fiction and yet based on true
events. This is another example of a story that is not the sort of viewing that
can be taken apart. It is a whole story that must be consumed and thought
about. After watching this I wondered in amazement that our God could let
this story happen. Obviously we (humans) let this happen. It is to our
collective shame that this sort of behavior and attitude is permitted to exist
and still exists today. For those that are so confident their perspective is the
only “right” perspective, well that’s what the Nazis thought. I think this
subject should touch something in your soul. It should spark
intolerance. Intolerance of the type of behavior that would lead to attempted
genocide of any people.

On a 1 to 5 scale, I give this movie a 5 because of the negative emotion it
evokes. It is not for everyone and I think it is only for mature audiences. This
movie may be best watched privately.
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Sivan - The Third Month
The Month of Matan Torah - The Giving of the Torah

The Sinai Experience -From the Heart of Heaven
Part of an Ongoing Series entitled Hidden Sparks Beneath the Surface

By Elisheva Tavor aka Betty Tabor Givin

All of the months are interrelated each connecting to the next in the
cycle of the seasons, the ‘round’ of the year…set up by the Creator from
the beginning for our benefit to make up what we call time…each is
significant to the whole…and each carries within it a special spark that
lies hidden beneath the surface, waiting to be discovered…to connect us
deeper to Him. This month, the month of Matan Torah, known in
Judaism as the month of the Giving of the Torah is no exception!

Having celebrated Passover and the deliverance from Egyptian bondage and
gone through the seven week period of counting the omer as mandated by
Torah,   (Lev 23:15-16), we welcome the Festival of Shavuot, meaning
“weeks.” This festival is related to the celebration of the wheat harvest and
the ripening of the first fruits; thus it has two other biblical names…Yom
Habikurim or the “Day of the First Fruits,” and Chag HaKatzir, the
“Harvest Festival.” Shavuot, along with Sukkot and Pesach was one of the
three mandatory Pilgrim Festivals or Regalim (literally translated Foot
Festivals) held in Jerusalem each year.



Shavuot also means “oaths,” for on this day HaShem made a covenant with
His people. The Jewish sages have compared it to a wedding, with the Torah
being the marriage contract, and what an awesome wedding it was! 

The Sinai Experience 
This event and the ones immediately surrounding it comprise the single
most remarkable awe inspiring event in the history of mankind…when
HaShem Himself descended upon Mt Sinai amidst the fire and smoke, the
darkness, the thunder and lightning and spoke to His people pey el pey,
“face to face, out of the midst of the fire” (Deut. 5:6), and called them into
covenant relationship with Him!

How can we even fathom such an awesome event, one that occurred
approximately 3300 years ago and bring it into our day and time? Beyond
the written page, we ask ourselves, what meaning does it have for us? As we
attempt to draw it down and internalize it into our lives, where do we go from
here…after Sinai?

We read in Deut. 4:10-11 how the people were told to gather together at
Mount Sinai so that they could hear the words of their G-d, learn to fear Him
and pass these words on to their children. If we simply read the English, we
miss the rich wording of the Hebrew text, “and you came near and stood
“tachat,”( under) the mountain. Why under? Why did it not say they
stood at the foot of the mountain? Picture in your mind’s eye a Jewish
wedding ceremony with a chuppah, a wedding canopy. The Midrash brings
forth a thought provoking idea for it says that the mountain was lifted up
and became like a giant chuppah with the people standing under it. It is not
clear whether this is to be taken literally or not. HaShem certainly could
have performed this miracle should He have chosen to do so. The point is
this…that this was a totally awe-inspiring one-time event in history....for
amidst the fire, the clouds, the thick darkness and the thunder and lightning,
the blaring sound of the shofar and HaShem’s powerful voice, the people
entered into a marriage type covenant with their G-d on that day for they
responded, “We will do and we will hear.” N’asey, v’nishma! This shows the
true heart of the children of Israel with the willingness to follow HaShem
even before they know what He will ask of Him.

The beautiful words of Hosea 2:21-22 come to mind here…”I will betroth
you to me forever”…How breathtaking… HaShem, the G-d of the universe is
speaking to His beloved, “I will betroth you to me “(for how long?) Forever.
I will betroth you to me with righteousness, justice, lovingkindness and
mercy. I will betroth you to me with fidelity (emunah) and you shall
know Me.”

Every year on the holiday of Shavuot we renew our acceptance of Hashem’s
gift and our contract with Him!

The texts of this account are indeed chilling. You can read them in Exodus 20



The texts of this account are indeed chilling. You can read them in Exodus 20
and Deut. 4:12. These verses indicate that perhaps they saw the voice-But
how do you see a voice? Maybe it means that they simply perceived the
voice.

Or perhaps as the Midrash teaches they saw the fiery letters coming forth
from the mountain which was burning “up to the heart of heaven!”
Again, whether we take this literally or not, the phenomenal experience they
must have witnessed was beyond amazing…fire, yet thick cloud and
darkness and “burning up to the heart of heaven,” from which it came…
Wow, what powerful language…thus we have the term, Aish da’at – the fire
law!

The Edut, the Testimony of HaShem                                                     
The rabbis teach that HaShem created the world with the letters of the
Hebrew aleph bet and some studies have indicated that there is a powerful
connection between the Hebrew letters and their vibration frequency.
Perhaps this in some way relates to the awesome Sinai experience, when the
Creator of the Universe came down and gifted humanity with what are
commonly referred to as the Ten Commandments, but more accurately
should be referred to as The Ten Words, The Ten Sayings or Matters…for
within them encompass all of Torah and its guidelines for every decent
society for all time.

They form the moral compass of the universe and cannot be taken lightly,
for they are the words of the Creator of the Universe, written by His own
finger…etched through both sides of the tablets. In Hebrew they are
referred to as the Edut, The Testimony and are the same words that
HaShem promises in the book of Jeremiah that will one day be etched in our
hearts thru and thru. I often wonder if perhaps that etching of hearts has
begun …with just the surface scratched?

When the World Stood Still
When HaShem gave the Torah, “There was thunder and lightning, and a
heavy cloud on the mountain…Mount Sinai was all asmoke…, the entire
mountain trembled violently”….”And all the people saw the sounds, the
flames, the blast of the ram’s horn, and the mountain smoking. And the
people trembled, standing far-off” (an excerpt from article by Rabbi
Eliyahu Touger based on insights of the Rebbe Shlita entitled ‘In the Garden
of Torah’ based on Exodus 19:16-18, 20:15).

So powerful was the Voice of HaShem that the people asked Moshe to speak
to them instead lest they die upon hearing G-d’s voice. The Talmud speaks of
the reverberation of that voice and the effect it had throughout the world at
large when it says that, “No bird chirped…, not did an ox bellow, nor the
sea roar.” (Shemos Rabba 29:9)  A still hush permeated all existence while
HaShem spoke.

King David speaking of this awesome event says at Mount Sinai says, “the



King David speaking of this awesome event says at Mount Sinai says, “the
earth shook, the heavens also dropped at the presence of HaShem: even
Sinai itself at the presence of HaShem the G-d of Israel.” (Psalm 68:8-9)

Interestingly the letters in the word Sinai and those in the word sullam,
meaning ladder, have the same gematria or numerical value…which is 130.
Additionally, in the account of Jacob’s ladder found in Gen. 28:12, the
language is similar. “And behold a ladder set up on the earth and the top
of it reached to heaven. So when they were at Sinai, it was as if Sinai were a
ladder to heaven reaching down to the people…much like the story of Jacob
and his dream about the ladder

After Sinai, Making the Torah a Part of Ourselves
We recall the heartfelt words of the people upon hearing the voice of
HaShem “We will do and we will listen.”

But then what happened? After having had a true mountaintop experience,
they plummeted down… down, down, into the valley…as if on a roller
coaster ride; such is a familiar story with mankind.

You know the sad story of the people becoming impatient waiting for Moshe
to come down from the mountain resulting in the construction of a golden
calf, and how Moshe upon seeing this flagrant display of idol worship,
dropped those precious tablets with HaShem’s words etched through them
and they broke into pieces at his feet. The Talmud teaches that the words
flew off the tablets and when that happened, they became too heavy and
Moses dropped them. Whether this was recorded as an actual event or an
analogy to teach us about the sanctity of holiness is not known, but what is
known is that these tablets once imbued with the Spirit of HaShem lost their
sense of holiness when met with such a rampant show of idolatry.

Moses pleads with HaShem for forgiveness on behalf of the people and
HaShem agrees, tells him to hew two new tablets like the first ones and that
He will inscribe them as He did the first. Moses then goes back up the
mountain…but something significant happens along the way. Remember,
Moses asks HaShem, “Let me behold your Presence!” (Exodus
33:18); HaShem graciously grants Moshe’s request, but hides him in the cleft
of the rock and passes by so that only His back is visible. HaShem
then proclaims His attributes to Moshe…known as the Thirteen
Attributes…These Thirteen attributes are beautifully chanted in
synagogues all over the world as the ark is opened and the Torah is brought
out.

“Adonai, Adonai, mighty, merciful and gracious, longsuffering,
abundant in love and truth, keeping truth to thousands, forgiving
iniquity and transgression…” (Exodus 34:6-7)

What is often missed is that Moshe is on his way up the mountain, blank
tablets in hand. How would you picture he is carrying them…at his



tablets in hand. How would you picture he is carrying them…at his
sides? Maybe, but then again he could be holding them up against his chest,
hugging them over his heart as he is hearing HaShem proclaim His
attributes “Adonai, Adonai, mighty, merciful and gracious,
longsuffering, abundant in love and truth, keeping troth to thousands,
forgiving iniquity and transgression…”  Perhaps the tablets themselves
are then imbued with these attributes as the Ten Words are once again
etched with the finger of HaShem!

When we read these precious words we can attach ourselves to His
Presence and to His attributes…just as did those who stood before Him at
Mount Sinai, for His words are imbued in our hearts as well for HaShem
reaches down through the generations and touches each heart that is in
seeking Him and we then become His witnesses!

“You stand this day all of you before HaShem your G-d; your captains of
your tribes, your elders, and your officers, with all the men of Yisrael,
your little ones, your wives, and your stranger that is in your camp…”  

“Neither with you only do I make this covenant and this oath, but with
him that stands here with us this day before HaShem our G-d, and also
with him that is not with us this day.” (Deut. 29:9,13-14)

The power and scope of His Presence there on the mountain has come down
through the generations; and we, in a sense, have heard that voice today. You
may be thinking, when did I hear that voice? You each heard it when you
answered the call to come to Torah!

In Deuteronomy 4:39 we read,  “Know today and return it to your heart
that HaShem, He is G-d!"

Think about it a minute… the text says to return it to your heart; this
presupposes that it had to have once been in your heart, right? Was it in
utero as the sages teach or was it at Sinai? The sages also teach that we who
seek to follow HaShem all stood at Sinai and the written text in
Deuteronomy 29 validates that you and I along with all others truly seeking
Him were in some sense indeed there.

The prophet Jeremiah says, if you seek me with all your heart, then you will
find me! Baruch HaShem…we sought and we found…and are still in the
process of discovery! There are many more hidden sparks beneath the
surface just waiting to be revealed...as Rav Dror put it, we just have to look
more deeply for that light that’s hidden in the cracks. We are all broken
people…we all have cracks, but as Leonard Cohen, put it, there’s a crack in
everything, there’s a crack in everything…that’s how the light gets in,
and I might add, that’s also how the light radiates outward into the world and
into one another. We make mistakes, we fall, but we get up…we begin again
and again. HaShem is gracious and long-suffering and is with us every step
along the way.



along the way.

Each day that we live, we have the opportunity to connect, to communicate
to develop a G-d Consciousness, to “wrap our days in prayer. “As we wake
up in the morning , we praise Him for returning our soul to our bodies, we
acknowledge His kingship and our devotion to Him; as we recite the
Shema… pledging to love Him with all our hearts, all our souls and all our
everything…all our all, all our being…we reaffirm our loyalty to Him and
acknowledge that we are His witnesses; as we open His Torah and read and
pour over His life-giving words of wisdom, we are encouraged to let them
flow and continue to take root in our hearts and live them out in our lives as
we reach out to others.

Shavuot in the Talmud is also called "Atzeret,” as in Shemnei Atzeret, which
is added on to the 7 days of the Festival of Sukkot. The teaching is that this
day is the culmination of the 7 days spent in the sukkah…we are sad to leave
the sukkah so we take the sukkah with us in our heart and carry the joy of
the Presence of HaShem made manifest during Sukkot into the rest of the
year. We can make a similar analogy with Shavuot…for it marks not the end
of a 7 day festival as in Sukkot, but rather the end of a 7 week counting period
beginning after Passover and leading up to Shavuot, the Festival of Matan
Torah/The Giving of the Torah. Just as we are to carry the sukkah and the joy
of the Presence of HaShem in our hearts after sukkot, we are to carry the
Ten Words and the awesome Sinai experience of Shavuot in our hearts and
let it permeate our minds and the totality of our being as we seek to develop
a G-d Consciousness and live in covenant with Hashem each day!

Chag Shavuot Sameach!

Services Simulcasted to Facebook
and YouTube



and YouTube
As a reminder, our Saturday morning teachings are now simulcasted to our
United Israel Facebook Page and our United Israel YouTube channel. Classes
begin every Saturday morning at 10:30 AM CST. We hope that readers of the
Bulletin are able to join us live using the platform of their choice. These
videos are archived at the respective Social Media pages each week after the
live events. Like and follow us on Facebook and subscribe to our YouTube
channel to receive notifications of all future videos. Click the social media
icons below to visit our pages!

Join Jono, Ross and Tovia on
Tanakh Tour Four!

Join Jono Vandor, Ross Nichols and Tovia Singer for their fourth Tanakh Tour
of Israel. The popular tour is scheduled from November 11-19, 2018 and is
already filling up.

There are still a few spots left. In order to secure your seat, go to our tour
page, watch the promo video, read the testimonials, check out the photo
galleries of past tours and then pay your deposit to guarantee your seat on
the tour! Do it soon before all the available seats are taken. Here is the link.

http://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=9709182&msgid=101807&act=LCSR&c=1660826&destination=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Funitedisrael%2F
http://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=9709182&msgid=101807&act=LCSR&c=1660826&destination=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fc%2FUnitedisraelOrg
http://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=9709182&msgid=101807&act=LCSR&c=1660826&destination=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.truth2u.org%2Ftanakh-tour%2F


Ralph and Rebecca Buntyn at a corporate luau in Hawaii in 1992. 
It marked the year they met David Horowitz and became involved with

United Israel.

Mazel Tov to the Buntyns!
Mazel Tov to Ralph and Rebecca Buntyn who will be celebrating their 50th
Wedding Anniversary on May 24th! May is a busy month for the Buntyns. In
addition to the annual celebration of their marriage, Ralph's birthday was
the 8th of the month and Rebecca's birthday is on the 26th. We appreciate
the dedication of the Buntyns to United Israel World Union. Ralph is the
Executive Vice President and Rebecca is the Secretary. Ko HaKavod
Buntyns!

Support United Israel World Union
For those who wish to donate to United Israel, please visit our Donate Page.
United Israel World Union, INC, is a 501 (c) 3 Non-Profit. All contributions

are tax deductible. Your financial support enables us to do all that we do. You
can make a one time donation or set up a recurring contribution.

We provide all that we do at no charge, trusting that those who benefit
from our work, and who are able to do so, will support the work
financially. In this way, everyone who wants to learn can do so.

We appreciate your interest in, and support of UIWU.

Donate to United Israel World Union, Inc.

Submitting Content to the Bulletin
According to the original Constitution and By-Laws of United Israel World
Union, Inc., the Bulletin is to "serve as the main organ of the corporation and

http://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=9709182&msgid=101807&act=LCSR&c=1660826&destination=https%3A%2F%2Funitedisrael.org%2Fdonate%2F
http://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=9709182&msgid=101807&act=LCSR&c=1660826&destination=https%3A%2F%2Funitedisrael.org%2Fdonate%2F


Union, Inc., the Bulletin is to "serve as the main organ of the corporation and
the chief medium of unification for all members and units of United Israel
World Union Inc. It will contain important Bible data and messages of
current interest." The same document states that "members are invited to
contribute correspondence and data for the Bulletin."

Do you have an article, an item of interest, a prayer request, an
announcement for our readers, or other newsworthy material? Feel free to
submit them for review and possible inclusion in a future edition of the UI
Bulletin. Send email correspondence to the editor here.

Unsubscribe

This message was sent to livetospin@gmail.com from bulletin@unitedisrael.org

Bulletin Editor

mailto:uiwuvp@gmail.com?subject=Submission%20for%20Bulletin
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.php?r=9709182&l=2984&s=LCSR&m=101807&c=1660826

